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Niyogi Books, New Delhi, 2017. Hardcover. Condition: New. 139pp. The images presented in this book
take us into the heart of the rich folk tradition of India. Of that heritage, the display of paintings
accompanied by comments recited or sung has been a part since very early times, as attested by
references and legends in Sanskrit sources, including the Har?acarita, a 7th-century work by B??
abha??a. Known as pa?acitras or pa?as in short, these illustrated narratives on rectangular fabric
or paper as well as on scrolls are a type of performed art that reaches out to audiences, mostly
rural, conveying the artists responses to legends and social themes of common knowledge across a
wide range of audiences from varied social and cultural bases. A particularly powerful class of such
paintings that come from the Bengali-speaking region of eastern India comprise the depiction of
events from the R?m?ya?a in the form of scrolls that are unrolled as the painter displays and
explicates them. The vividly colourful images presented in this book occupy a special niche in the
history of Indian art, remarkable because they are not only visual objects but narrative expositions
of a text that has been part of the lives...
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Reviews
Comprehensive guide for publication lovers. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and valuable. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Rowa n Ger la ch II
A really awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Pa tsy B la nda
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